Unattainable Identities: By Andrea Williamson

How to situate and describe the identity of a city such as Calgary,
if that were to be necessary? First we must ask why a city might
require an identity- a definition that summarizes what is unique
and recognizable about an entity or individual- at all. It is a tactic
of branding that allows the municipality to market itself (its
people/products) to the outside. It is a collective idea, image,
phrase or gesture that allows us to express to others that we
belong here. It is incorporated into our own personal identities
and expressions, which is communicated to others when we
travel. It gives us a common bond, language, and project, and so
we find very quickly that a city's identity is important for many
reasons. The question becomes not why but how. How do we
force the idea of a singular entity onto what is a composite body,
a multitude of cultures, behaviours, backgrounds, desires, ideals,
actions. Especially when that multitude of bodies and ideas came
together so fast and hasn’t been here for long. It is a complex
process but also a ubiquitous one. The process of giving words
and images to a non-homogeneous reality is what we do every
time we commit our thoughts to language. Granted, some things
are represented in finite words more easily than others (those
things that don't know as much variance as a swelling city of over
a million people, for example.) Nevertheless, the urgent process
of identification within a metropolis and living landscape will
happen whether consciously observed and acted upon or not.

Karly Mortimer and Jeremy Pavka propose that too often we let
this process happen unconsciously, as we might oppose
ourselves to being defined by a place we happen to live in and
Contemporary Cowboy #2, Karly Mortimer & Jeremy Pavka. 2012
spend our days, and then reluctantly, as we see others do it for us.
The danger of this, as the artists will attest, is that all those things that identity brings into being- our use of land, our
relationships to ourselves, to history and to others, our modes of transportation, standards of living, access to education, our
collective and individual spirit- will be determined without our participation in the process.
Often a city is represented by a type or identity of a person- the ideal, traditional or stereotypical citizen. Mortimer and Pavka
mine this notion of a city personified and see Calgary’s changing identity for what it is: a wardrobe or trunk of dress up clothes
and costumes; a room with an assortment of different hats; a sandbox waiting to be advanced by castle-building toys; and
also a hope chest or crate of heirlooms, those precious objects passed down from another time that we (imagine to) feel
nostalgia for. Their investigation of this city's identity employs a research rooted in the material world.
However, they start out with limited artillery, the way we would all start out in life, as naked bodies in a landscape. Their
photographic portraits of contemporary cowboys experiment with several stages of undress. The image of the naked cowboy
or cowgirl standing among the grasses achieves a ground zero of identity. Positioned as such, they restage the newborn's
needing of another's body, a mother, or a motherland, to support it. The newborn child is like a person without a society to s
upport it. During their month long residency at Mortimer's uncle's ranch they experienced what it is to be far from the city,
without power and without light, when the geothermal energy failed to kick in one night. The enforced stillness and
helplessness within the naked landscape brought to light the need for others and its coexistent creation of identity, for creating
a place in the social order.
Contemporary Cowboy #1, in which the male figure wears garments from both new and old worlds, grapples with the issue of
placing memory and history within a living identity. With a fur hat and rifle, this so-called “outdoorsman” is betrayed by his
lightweight rubber boots and a modern-day Hudson's bay windbreaker. The garments straddle both a modern day usage
and the days of early western settlers, and perhaps the man looking out on the land is also puzzled with where he belongs.
In addition he struggles with how to place himself within the tradition of the sublime landscape, amongst powerful natural
forces greater than himself. He self-consciously assumes a power stance before broken trees, shredded branches and
flooded fields, his passage forward blocked.
Likewise, Contemporary Cowboy #2 elicits garments as pastiche culture. The woman perched wide-legged atop a great rock
probably brought to the prairies by glaciers, wears a pair of antique buffalo hide chaps. Of course the modern version of chap
wearing has little to do with equestrianism or function, and more to do with retro cowboy or biker fetish and so the cowgirl has
gone pant-less or "ass-less" with her chaps. Paired with her tribute to pop culture's idea of cow folk, she sports a Scottish
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wool sweater, which bridges the continental gap and raises the notion of the settler or immigrant's superimposition of
landscapes. The unfolding of the meaning of her garb doesn't end however in deciphering origins. The furry chaps next to her
naked skin give her the appearance from afar of a hybrid being, perhaps a centauress, with long animal legs and human torso.
Wearing the hide of the animals of the prairies physically grounds her body in the landscape. She can see, smell and touch
the buffalo skin as an extension of her peri-personal space, and she is partly camouflaged as a natural being in its place.
The physical body and senses enact upon the world, forming it according to the perceptual hardware of the body. Therefore
embodiment and landscape become identity.
But an understanding of one's land as an extension of one's body is not always a common utterance in these parts.
Unattainable Landscapes 1,2 and 3 are meditations on what Pavka calls a “culture of missing the point.” Shot on medium
format slide film, if any of the pair's transparencies were to be blown up or enlarged, it should be these landscapes. But the
2.25" x 3" photographs of blue rolling hills and misty distances are framed within mattes three times their size. The
disproportionate use of blank space versus picture is a commentary on hobby ranches and the narrow vision exercised over
these beautiful but misused prairie lands. These photographs bring up a striking example of why the contemporary cowboy
identity falters as an accurate representation of most Calgarians. Many of those with the money to own such expansive
properties in the foothills of the Rockies will not use barns, corrals, wood shops or acres for grazing. They may instead
implement swimming pools, luxury homes and paved roads. And so while such landscapes are unattainable for those of us
who cannot afford them, they are also unattainable to their owners when their life-giving properties are overlooked.
A more accurate representation of the contemporary Calgarian, one that many of us will connect with for more tangible
reasons than our beloved fiction, is Contemporary Cowboy #3. She is a woman in a position of power, wearing a black
pantsuit and heels, who overlooks a plot of land set out for development. She stands with conviction on a freshly bulldozed
sand pit while a threatened farmland just beyond meets her gaze. Here again we are asked to reconcile the meaning of our
city's slogan "onward" with our barely there history.
As Chris Turner writes about Calgary, "Notwithstanding the mythmaking overstatement, there was an authentic wildness to the
city that birthed the Stampede, a frontier gambler’s taste for risk that lives on within its glittering office towers."1 And so some
kind of continuity between Calgary's early and contemporary times can be achieved with a little imagination. The problem
though is that not everyone would like to connect with the bold, bull-by-the-horns cowboy type, new or old. Mortimer and
Pavka may be asking what is continuous about our identity, but as is evidenced in Yankee Cowboy Extra Loud they are
uneasy with the idea of purporting a singular identity that is inflexible and closed to other customs it meets in today's world.
In the image, a cowboy finds himself at a table with some others sat down for tea. However as the stereotype of the loud and
free Yankee cowboy goes, he squanders their efforts at tradition and routine with his brash demeanor and bottle of Budweiser.
The exhibition “Contemporary Cowboy” is one iteration of an ongoing research project between two artists who do not wish
the game of identity to be left to others, but also do not intend to come to any conclusive results. Rather, their method of
reenactment, posturing and embodiment of all identity-forming materials within reach, posits the identity of a city as a living
process. Theirs is a process that resists the temptation to brand by simplifying or nullifying, but that may be put in its place
from time to time.
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